Available in both fixed and floating systems, McElroy Metal's Wave panels are concealed fastener wall panels that can be installed vertically or horizontally over solid substrate or subframing. Wave Fixed is installed with Wave's integral fastening flange which is cast formed into the panel during the manufacturing process and can be utilized for panels length 60” or less. Wave Floating panels utilize separate clips and should be specified for panel lengths 40” or greater.

PRE-NOTCHED WAVE FLASHING
Wave pre-notched transition flashings allow for thermal expansion and contraction while providing an attractive finishing detail. Pre-notched corner flashing is also available.

OUTSIDE CORNER DETAIL

WAVE FIXED SEAM ENGAGEMENT

WAVE FLOATING SEAM ENGAGEMENT

DETAIL:
Can be installed over solid deck or open framing

SUBSTRATE:
- Standard 24 gauge Galvalume®
- Optional 22 gauge Galvalume

TESTING:
Uplift: ASTM E1582

COATING:
Kynar 500® PVDF

For more information:
800-562-3576
CORPORATE OFFICE - 1500 HAMILTON RD. • BOSSIER CITY, LA 71111
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